In paper [1] it was proved that if a local system S fulfils the so-called condition (SD), then the monotonicity of a function / is implied by some conditions of (S)-limits and (S)-derivatives of /. In our paper we show that the local system which consists of complements of sets I-sparse at a point fulfils the condition (SD). We also formulate some monotonicity theorems which follow from this fact.
(i) 0 G A, (ii) B is I sparse on the right at each point of A, (iii) A is I-sparse on the left at each point of B, then B = 0.
Proof. First, we show that A has the Baire property. Let A be a immeasurable kernel of A and GA an open set such that A A GA G I. For any E C R, put 4> + (E) = {x; R \ E is I-sparse on the right at x} . Now, suppose to the countrary that Z? / 0. Then, evidently, AQ ^ 0 and BQ ^ 0. We shall define inductively two sequences {an} and {6n}. Since 0 € A, there are points a\ € Ao and bi € Bo with ai < 6j. Assume we have defined points an £ AQ, bn € BQ such that an < bn. Let cn = inf{x; [x,6n] \ B £ /}. Then as an+1 we take any point from -Aon(an,cn)n(cn-611 ~C n ,cn). It is easy to see that, for each t € [an+i, 6n), (1) IC\ B0 is of the second category for any n-subinterval / of the interval Mn]. In the same way one can define 6n+i as a point of Bo H (an+i ,6n) D (an+1,an+i + such that for each t G (a"+i,6n+i], (2) Ir\A0 is of the second category for any n-subinterval I of the interval [On+l,*]-
Then (ii) implies
Since an < an+1 < 6n+i < bn and 6n+i -an+1 < there is a number z G (0,1) for which z -lim an = lim bn. But, since (0,1) C A U B, z must belong to A or to B. Without loss of generality we may suppose that z G A. Theorem 1 can be expressed as follows: "The local system (*) S(x) = {A C R; x G A and R \ A is I-sparse at x} has the condition (SD)" (see [1] ).
Monotonicity theorems 519
In order to formulate the monotonicity theorems announced before, we give a lot of definitions. By an /-proximal upper (lower) limit of a real function / at a point By an /-proximal lower derivative of a function / we mean the /-proximal lower limit of its differente quotient, i.e.
I-VT-Df(x)
In an analogous way we define the /-proximal Dini derivates /-pr-D + /(x),
. In Thomson's book [4] and in [3] one can find definitions of limits and derivatives of a function with respect to a local system S (the so-called 
